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Abstract

We quantify the contributions of different convection states to the magnetic flux throughput of the magnetosphere during

2010. To do this we provide a continuous classification of convection state for the duration of 2010 based upon observations

of the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field, geomagnetic indices, and field-aligned currents measured by the Active

Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE). Convection states are defined as 1) quiet

and 2) weak activity, substorm 3) growth, 4) expansion, and 5) recovery phases, 6) substorm driven phase (when relatively

steady magnetospheric convection occurs), 7) recovery bays (when recovery phase is accompanied by a negative excursion of

the AL electrojet index), and 8) periods of multiple intensifications (storm-time periods when continuous short-period AL

activity occur). The magnetosphere is quiet for 46% of the time, when very little convection takes place. The majority of

convection occurs during growth and driven phases (21% and 38%, respectively, of open magnetic flux accumulation by dayside

reconnection). We discuss these results in the context of the expanding/contracting polar cap model of convection, and describe

a framework within which isolated substorms and disturbances during periods of more continuous solar wind-magnetosphere

driving can be understood.
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Abstract14

We quantify the contributions of different convection states to the magnetic flux through-15

put of the magnetosphere during 2010. To do this we provide a continuous classification16

of convection state for the duration of 2010 based upon observations of the solar wind17

and interplanetary magnetic field, geomagnetic indices, and field-aligned currents mea-18

sured by the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experi-19

ment (AMPERE). Convection states are defined as 1) quiet and 2) weak activity, sub-20

storm 3) growth, 4) expansion, and 5) recovery phases, 6) substorm driven phase (when21

relatively steady magnetospheric convection occurs), 7) recovery bays (when recovery22

phase is accompanied by a negative excursion of the AL electrojet index), and 8) peri-23

ods of multiple intensifications (storm-time periods when continuous short-period AL24

activity occur). The magnetosphere is quiet for 46% of the time, when very little con-25

vection takes place. The majority of convection occurs during growth and driven phases26

(21% and 38%, respectively, of open magnetic flux accumulation by dayside reconnec-27

tion). We discuss these results in the context of the expanding/contracting polar cap model28

of convection, and describe a framework within which isolated substorms and disturbances29

during periods of more continuous solar wind-magnetosphere driving can be understood.30

Plain Language Summary31

Space weather within the Earth’s geospace environment, including vivid auroral32

displays and geomagnetic activity that is damaging for satellites, telecommunications,33

global positioning systems, power distribution and pipelines, is caused by the interac-34

tion between the solar wind and the terrestrial magnetic field. We use observations of35

the solar wind, electric currents in the magnetosphere, and magnetic perturbations on36

the ground to analyse geomagnetic activity continuously for the whole of 2010. This al-37

lows us to determine that a range of responses are excited in the magnetosphere by dif-38

ferent solar wind conditions, and to quantify the solar wind conditions that lead to most39

activity.40

1 Introduction41

In this study we provide a continuous classification of magnetospheric convection42

state for the duration of 2010 to quantify the overall contributions of different states to43

the magnetic flux throughput of the system. Such activity is driven by magnetic recon-44

nection at the dayside magnetopause, interlinking the Earth’s magnetic field with the45

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) carried by the solar wind, and the subsequent re-46

lease of the IMF by reconnection in the magnetotail, together exciting the Dungey cy-47

cle of convection (Dungey, 1961). Variability of the dayside reconnection rate leads to48

a variety of time-dependent responses of the magnetosphere, most notably substorms and49

periods of steady magnetospheric convection, which can be described by the expanding/contracting50

polar cap model or ECPC (Cowley & Lockwood, 1992; Lockwood & Cowley, 1992; Mi-51

lan, 2015). The ECPC has been employed to investigate the response of the magneto-52

sphere to solar wind driving, either as case studies of a limited number of events (e.g.,53

Milan et al., 2003, 2007, 2008; Milan, 2004; Hubert et al., 2006, 2017), or as statistics54

of many events (e.g., Milan, Grocott, et al., 2009; Milan, Hutchinson, et al., 2009; Clausen55

et al., 2013; Coxon et al., 2014; Walach & Milan, 2015; Milan et al., 2019). A drawback56

of such studies has been that they tend to focus on “interesting” periods rather a lon-57

gitudinal analysis of geomagnetic activity (or lack thereof) over a prolonged period of58

time. To our knowledge, only Lockwood et al. (2009) have previously attempted a con-59

tinuous breakdown of activity over an extended interval (the duration of 2001).60

Previous workers have compiled lists of substorm onsets (e.g., Frey et al., 2004; Newell61

& Gjerloev, 2011; Forsyth et al., 2015) or periods of steady magnetospheric convection62

(e.g., Kissinger et al., 2011) using, for instance, magnetometer measurements (usually63
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the AU/AL electrojet indices) or global auroral imagery. These provide a useful frame-64

work for interpreting other geophysical observations. However, they tend to be based on65

a single observable that can be misinterpreted in isolation (e.g., Walach & Milan, 2015).66

In addition, “onset lists” do not provide information on the magnetospheric behaviour67

between onsets. In this study we employ a variety of solar wind and magnetospheric in-68

dicators with the aim of (a) reducing ambiguity in the determination of convection state69

and (b) providing an unbroken record of convection state over a prolonged period of time.70

The rate of change of open (polar cap) flux, FPC , is determined by the competi-71

tion between the dayside (magnetopause) reconnection rate, ΦD, and the nightside (mag-72

netotail) reconnection rate, ΦN ,73

dFPC

dt
= ΦD − ΦN , (1)

(Siscoe & Huang, 1985; Cowley & Lockwood, 1992; Milan et al., 2015). ΦD is the rate74

at which magnetospheric flux is opened, usually assumed to occur at the low latitude75

magnetopause; it does not include high latitude lobe reconnection as this produces no76

net opening of flux. Reconnection in the magnetotail can occur either at a distant neu-77

tral line (DNL) or near-Earth neutral line (NENL) (Hones Jr., 1984; Baker et al., 1996).78

ΦN refers specifically to the reconnection site that is actively closing open lobe flux; al-79

though in principle both a DNL and NENL can be active simultaneously, only one con-80

tributes to ΦN . Consider a situation in which a NENL forms during a period when a pre-81

existing DNL is active and closing flux at a rate ΦN . Initially the NENL will reconnect82

closed flux to grow a plasmoid, but will not contribute to ΦN . If the NENL reconnec-83

tion rate exceeds the DNL rate, then eventually the plasmoid will be pinched off, at which84

point the NENL will dictate ΦN , the DNL now sitting on disconnected field lines prop-85

agating down-tail with the plasmoid (see also discussion in Russell (2000)).86

As FPC increases or decreases with time, and the magnetotail correspondingly in-87

flates or deflates, flows are excited in the magnetosphere and ionosphere to maintain the88

magnetopause in stress balance with the flow of the solar wind (Cowley & Lockwood,89

1992). Convection is quantified as the rate of transport of magnetic flux by these flows90

through the magnetosphere and across the polar cap, known as the cross-polar cap po-91

tential or transpolar voltage, ΦPC . Assuming that the polar cap remains roughly cir-92

cular as it expands and contracts,93

ΦPC = (ΦD + ΦN )/2 (2)

(Lockwood, 1991). FPC is observed to remain within the range 0.2 to 1.2 GWb (Milan94

et al., 2007), implying that on timescales of several hours the average dayside and night-95

side reconnection rates must equal, such that96

〈ΦPC〉 = 〈ΦD〉 = 〈ΦN 〉. (3)

Convective flows are a major source of geomagnetic activity. Convection is asso-97

ciated with horizontal currents in the ionosphere, and convection shears produce field-98

aligned currents (FACs) that close the circuit between the ionosphere and magnetosphere.99

The dominant FACs are the region 1 and 2 (R1/R2) currents first described by Iijima100

and Potemra (1976, 1978), which are coincident with the convection reversal boundary101

and the equatorward boundary of the convection pattern, respectively. The locations of102

these FACs depend on the size of the polar cap, and hence can be used to estimate FPC .103

Particle precipitation carrying FACs produces the main auroral oval and increases the104

ionospheric conductance, in turn modifying the horizontal currents. Convection and con-105

ductance variability, especially associated with substorms, produces the magnetic per-106

turbations measured as geomagnetic activity by the upper and lower auroral electrojet107

indices, AU and AL (Davis & Sugiura, 1966). Convection also controls the injection of108

plasma into the inner magnetosphere and its energisation, leading to enhancements of109
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the ring current and storm-time magnetic perturbations measured by the SYM-H index110

(Iyemori, 1990).111

The behaviour of the magnetosphere depends largely on the interplay between ΦD112

and ΦN . The dayside reconnection rate is directly and promptly controlled by conditions113

in the solar wind, including its speed and the magnitude and orientation of the embed-114

ded interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Milan et al., 2012, and references therein). The115

nightside reconnection rate is somewhat decoupled from the dayside rate, though must116

balance the dayside rate over periods of several hours, is described by eq. (3). As FPC117

increases the magnetotail becomes inflated and the magnetopause flares outwards, in-118

tercepting the flow of the solar wind. The pressure exerted by the solar wind on the mag-119

netopause is exerted through the magnetotail lobes and onto the plasma sheet, which120

thins, leading to conditions conducive to the onset of magnetotail reconnection (Slavin121

et al., 2002; Milan et al., 2006, 2008). It has also been speculated that the magnetic per-122

turbation produced by an enhanced ring current can counteract this thinning and inhibit123

the onset of reconnection (Milan, Hutchinson, et al., 2009). Then, the onset of tail re-124

connection is a competition between these two influences.125

The behaviour is usually described in terms of the growth, expansion, and recov-126

ery phases of the substorm cycle (McPherron, 1970; McPherron et al., 1973; Rostoker127

et al., 1980; Lockwood & Cowley, 1992). The growth phase follows a southward turn-128

ing of the IMF, ΦD > 0 and ΦN ≈ 0 such that dFPC/dt > 0, the polar cap expands129

and the auroral oval progresses to lower latitudes. At some point reconnection is initi-130

ated in the magnetotail (see above), ΦN > 0, and intense auroras form the substorm131

auroral bulge, which tends to expand polewards as open flux is closed, known as the sub-132

storm expansion phase. The auroral bulge is associated with the formation of the sub-133

storm current wedge and westward substorm electrojet which produces a sharp negative134

excursion in the AL index – the substorm bay. A northward turning of the IMF then135

leads to substorm recovery phase, during which ΦD ≈ 0 but persistent magnetotail re-136

connection, ΦN > 0, leads to dFPC/dt < 0, the polar cap contracts and the auroral137

oval progresses to higher latitudes. Eventually nightside reconnection switches off and138

the magnetosphere enters a quiescent state. Between the expansion and recovery phases,139

if the IMF remains southwards for a prolonged period, the nightside reconnection rate140

can settle such that ΦN ≈ ΦD and dFPC/dt ≈ 0 (Walach & Milan, 2015; Milan et141

al., 2019). Periods of ΦN ≈ ΦD have been known as balanced reconnection intervals142

(BRIs) (DeJong et al., 2008), periods of steady magnetospheric convection (SMC) (Sergeev143

et al., 1996; McWilliams et al., 2008; Kissinger et al., 2012), convection bays (Sergeev144

et al., 2001), and steady convection events (SCE) (Lockwood et al., 2009). We now in-145

troduce the term driven phase to describe this aspect of the substorm cycle.146

In Section 2 we describe the observables we use in this study and the convection147

states that we identify. Section 3 presents an analysis of the occurrence of different states148

and the sequences of states that represent substorms and other forms of geomagnetic ac-149

tivity. Finally, we conclude and describe future directions for research in Section 4.150

2 Methodology151

We determine magnetospheric convection state continuously for the duration of 2010.152

A few data gaps are present in the data, and the total period of analysis comprises just153

over 360 full days. Figure 1 shows a 60 h interval from May, which we discuss below. This154

interval is chosen as it is typical, but also contains examples of all the convection states155

discussed in this paper.156
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Figure 1. Observations and magnetospheric state classifications for a 60 h period following

00 UT, 28 May 2010. (a) and (b) Keograms of AMPERE field-aligned currents across the dawn-

dusk meridian in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Red and blue represent upward and

downward FACs, the colour scale saturating at ±0.5 µA m−2. (c) The radius of a circle fitted

to the boundary between R1 and R2 currents, Λ, in the two hemispheres, which is a proxy for

polar cap flux FPC . (d) The PCN geomagnetic index, a proxy for cross-polar cap potential ΦPC ,

and Φ?
D, a proxy for dayside reconnection rate. (e) AU and AL (black lines); -AU (grey line) for

comparison with AL. (f) The BX , BY , and BZ components of the IMF. (g) Solar wind speed,

VSW , and density, NSW . (h) The SYM-H geomagnetic index.
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2.1 Parameters157

Our classification of convection state is based on a consideration of the auroral elec-158

trojet indices, AU and AL, dayside and nightside reconnection rates, polar cap open flux159

and the cross-polar cap potential. FPC , ΦD, ΦN , and ΦPC are important parameters160

for understanding magnetospheric convection, though in general are difficult to measure161

accurately. As described below we use proxies, F ?
PC , Φ?

D, and Φ?
PC , for three of these162

parameters; ΦN can be inferred from these using eqs. (1) and (2).163

Additional parameters are included in the analysis, but are not used to determine164

the state classifications: the geomagnetic index SYM-H, the solar wind speed and den-165

sity, and IMF magnitude and orientation. Geomagnetic indices and solar wind param-166

eters are derived from the 1-min OMNI dataset (King & Papitashvili, 2005). We also167

use observations of FACs from the Advanced Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrody-168

namics Response Experiment (AMPERE) which uses magnetometer measurements from169

the Iridium telecommunications constellation to infer currents poleward of 40◦ geomag-170

netic latitude at a cadence of 2 min (see e.g., Anderson et al., 2000, 2002; Waters et al.,171

2001; Coxon et al., 2018).172

2.1.1 FAC radius, Λ, and polar cap flux, F ?
PC173

Monitoring the polar cap or open magnetic flux is important for interpreting mag-174

netospheric dynamics in the context of the ECPC model. Previous studies that have used175

global auroral imagery to estimate FPC have faced the limitation that gaps in observa-176

tion occur every orbit (e.g., Milan et al., 2007; Milan, Hutchinson, et al., 2009; Milan,177

2009). AMPERE, on the other hand, provides continuous observations of the FACs in178

both hemispheres, with few breaks in continuity.179

Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 show keograms of AMPERE FACs along the dawn-dusk180

meridian of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The up/down pairs of R1 and R2181

currents can be seen at both dawn and dusk, varying in magnitude with the strength of182

convection and moving in colatitude as the polar cap expands and contracts (Clausen183

et al., 2012; Milan, 2013; Milan et al., 2017, 2019). We use the radius of a circle fitted184

to the boundary between R1 and R2 FACs, determined using the method of Milan et185

al. (2015), as a proxy for FPC . Fig. 1(c) shows this radius, Λ, determined independently186

from the FACs in both hemispheres. Λ can only be measured when the FACs are of suf-187

ficient magnitude that the boundary between R1 and R2 is readily identifiable. This oc-188

curs frequently in the summer hemisphere where the ionospheric conductance is high,189

and in the winter hemisphere when convection is active. The measurements from the two190

hemispheres are combined to provide a single estimate of Λ.191

Burrell et al. (2020) confirmed that Λ is related to the location of the OCB, using192

DMSP spacecraft particle measurements. Figure 2(a) shows the relationship between Λ193

and our proxy F ?
PC , assuming that the polar cap boundary lies ∆Λ = 3◦ or 4◦ pole-194

ward of the R1/R2 boundary. F ?
PC is calculated as the radial component of a dipole field195

integrated over the polar regions within a circle of radius Λ−∆Λ, centred on a point196

displaced from the geomagnetic pole by 4◦ along the midnight meridian, the typical cen-197

tre of the auroral oval and the R1/R2 FAC rings (this curve is insensitive to the choice198

of pole offset in the range 0◦ to 10◦). Assuming ∆Λ = 4◦, a convenient relation between199

Λ◦ and F ?
PC (GWb) over the range shown is200

F ?
PC ≈ 0.00182 Λ2 − 0.009 Λ− 0.02, (4)

indicated by the red line in Fig. 2(a). Figs. 2(b) and (c) show the occurrence and cumu-201

lative occurrence distributions of Λ in 2010; the median value is close to 17.5◦, correspond-202

ing to F ?
PC ≈ 0.4 GWb, which is close to previous estimates of the typical polar cap203

size, made using different observational techniques (e.g., Milan et al., 2007; Boakes et204

al., 2008).205
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Figure 2. (a) Relationship between Λ and F ?
PC assuming that the polar cap boundary is cir-

cular and located 3◦ (full line) or 4◦ (dashed line) poleward of the boundary between R1 and R2

FACs. The red line shows eq. (4). (b) The occurrence distribution of Λ measured during 2010.

(c) The associated cumulative occurrence distribution, showing that the median Λ ≈ 17.5◦, or the

median F ?
PC ≈ 0.4 GWb.

As will be discussed below, F ?
PC overestimates the true value of FPC when a sig-206

nificant auroral bulge is present, as the assumption of the circularity of the polar cap breaks207

down (Mooney et al., 2020).208

2.1.2 Dayside reconnection rate, Φ?
D209

The low latitude magnetopause reconnection rate is predicted from the upstream210

solar wind speed and (GSM) interplanetary magnetic field components using the param-211

eterisation of Milan et al. (2012):212

Φ?
D = 3.2× 105 V

4/3
SW BY Z sin9/2

∣∣∣∣θ2
∣∣∣∣ , (5)

where θ = tan−1(BY , BZ) is the IMF clock angle and B2
Y Z = B2

Y +B2
Z .213

Figure 3 tests the relationship between Φ?
D and F ?

PC expected from eq. (1), using214

data from 23 October 2010. Panel (a) shows Λ determined from AMPERE at 2 min ca-215

dence (grey curve), and with a Savitsky-Golay filter (11 point window, degree 3 poly-216

nomial) applied to provide smoothing (black curve). Repeated increases and decreases217

in Λ indicate substorm cycles (Milan et al., 2007; Clausen et al., 2012). In panel (d) Λ218

has been converted to F ?
PC using eq. (4). Panel (c) shows Φ?

D evaluated at 2 min cadence.219

Multiple data gaps in VSW create gaps in Φ?
D, and where these are less than 10 min in220

duration we have linearly interpolated over the missing values.221

Superimposed on panel (d) are curves of
∫

Φ?
D dt (red dashes), which predict from222

eq. (1) how FPC should grow with time, assuming that ΦN = 0. Each of these curves223

is the same, but each has been vertically offset to match the variation in F ?
PC , blue cir-224

cles indicating the points at which the matching has been performed. Vertical green and225

red lines indicate the starts of growth and expansion phases identified in the data (see226
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Figure 3. A comparison of polar cap size and dayside reconnection rate from 23 October

2010. (a) Radius of the R1/R2 field-aligned current boundary, Λ, measured by AMPERE (grey)

and smoothed with a Savitsky-Golay filter (black). Convection state is indicated by coloured

bars; green and red vertical lines indicate the start of growth and expansion phases. (b) AU and

AL electrojet indices. (c) Dayside reconnection rate estimated from OMNI solar wind observa-

tions, Φ?
D. (d) Polar cap flux estimated from Λ, F ?

PC . Superimposed are multiple copies of the

curve
∫

Φ?
D dt, vertically offset to align with F ?

PC during growth phases; blue circles indicate

where the curves have been matched up.
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below); AU and AL are presented in panel (b) for reference. It is found that the growth227

in F ?
PC and

∫
Φ?

D dt match reasonably well during growth phases, giving confidence in228

our use of these proxies.229

The vertical offset between subsequent
∫

Φ?
D dt curves indicates the amount of flux230

that has been closed in the intervening activity of each substorm, that is
∫

ΦN dt. In prin-231

ciple, ΦN can be estimated from these observations (Hubert et al., 2006; Milan et al.,232

2007), but we have not done this in the present study.233

2.1.3 Polar cap index, PCN, and cross-polar cap potential, Φ?
PC234

The polar cap index PCN measures the magnetic perturbation produced on the235

ground in the central (northern) polar cap produced by horizontal ionospheric currents236

associated with convection overhead (Troshichev et al., 2006). The index is scaled to closely237

match the magnitude of the solar wind geoeffective interplanetary electric field EKL (the238

Kan-Lee coupling function (Kan & Lee, 1979)) and so is measured in units of mV m−1.239

PCN is usually interpreted as solar wind energy input into the magnetosphere (Troshichev240

et al., 1979). However, the ionospheric flow to which the index is sensitive is the anti-241

sunward convection of the Dungey cycle, excited by the combined contributions of day-242

side and nightside reconnection, and as a consequence we use PCN as a proxy for the243

cross-polar cap potential, ΦPC .244

The transport of magnetic flux within the magnetosphere leads to ionospheric con-245

vection during growth, expansion, driven, and recovery phases. From eq. 2 we expect the246

cross-polar cap potential during each substorm phase to be: growth, ΦPC ≈ ΦD/2; ex-247

pansion, ΦPC ≈ (ΦD + ΦN )/2; driven, ΦPC ≈ ΦD ≈ ΦN ; recovery, ΦPC ≈ ΦN/2.248

During quiescent periods we expect ΦPC ≈ ΦD ≈ ΦN ≈ 0. Hence, we expect that249

during the typical growth-expansion-recovery phase sequence of a substorm ΦPC will be250

a smoothed version of ΦD, with a time lag of the order of the duration of the growth and251

recovery phases (Milan, 2004). A lagged cross-correlation between between Φ?
D (kV) and252

PCN (mV m−1) indicates that PCN ≈ Φ?
D/17, with a maximum correlation at a lag of253

approximately 30 mins (this can be confirmed by comparing variations in PCN and Φ?
D254

in Fig. 1(d)). Our proxy for the cross-polar cap potential is then Φ?
PC (kV) ≈ 17 PCN.255

We note that during strong northward IMF conditions PCN can respond to polar256

cap flows driven by lobe reconnection, rather than being associated with the antisunward257

flow of the Dungey cycle, and is then not a good proxy for ΦPC .258

2.1.4 Electrojet indices, AU and AL259

AU and AL represent the maximum positive and negative northward magnetic per-260

turbations measured at ground magnetometers located at auroral latitudes (Davis & Sug-261

iura, 1966). During non-substorm periods these represent the strength of the eastward262

and westward auroral electrojets, related to the strength of convection in the Dungey263

cycle return flow regions, and it is expected that |AL| ≈ AU. During substorm expan-264

sion phase the presence of the westward substorm electrojet introduces a negative per-265

turbation to the AL index, in which case |AL| > AU; such a “negative bay” in AL is com-266

monly used as an indicator of substorm onset (e.g., Newell & Gjerloev, 2011; Forsyth et267

al., 2015). These two aspects, convection and substorm contributions to AU and AL, have268

been described as the “two component auroral electrojets” by Kamide and Kokubun (1996).269

2.1.5 Ring current index, SYM-H270

SYM-H is the north-south magnetic perturbation produced by the westward ring271

current measured at low latitude ground magnetometers (Iyemori, 1990). It is also af-272

fected by the magnetopause current, which produces a positive perturbation in SYM-273
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H when the solar wind ram pressure is high. It has been suggested that the magnetic274

perturbation produced by the ring current in the magnetotail can modulate the occur-275

rence of tail reconnection (Milan, Hutchinson, et al., 2009).276

2.2 Magnetospheric convection state categories277

We subdivide 2010 into the following convection states: quiet, weak activity, sub-278

storm growth, expansion, driven, and recovery phases, recovery bays, and multiple in-279

tensifications; this dataset is available as Milan (2020). This categorisation is in the same280

spirit as that of Lockwood et al. (2009), though as our observations are available at higher281

temporal cadence, and many of our observables are different, we have adapted our def-282

initions and added some additional states. These classifications are shown in Fig. 1(c)283

and by vertical lines in other panels; intervals have been labelled A to X to aid discus-284

sion. In the following sections we explain how we identified these states. We note that285

Lockwood et al. (2009) lamented that there was no “agreed standard set of definitions286

[of states] which would allow comparison with other studies,” and unfortunately this is287

still the case.288

2.2.1 Quiescent289

Periods of low dayside reconnection and no appreciable nightside activity, Φ?
D <290

5 kV, ΦN ≈ Φ?
PC ≈ 0 are designated as quiet (A, E, I, P, S). Typically, the FAC cur-291

rents are so weak that the R1/R2 pattern is unclear and Λ cannot be determined. Dur-292

ing periods of strongly northward IMF, PCN may be elevated due to the occurrence of293

lobe reconnection, and is then not a good proxy for Φ?
PC (as seen during interval I).294

2.2.2 Growth phase295

Growth phases (B, F, Q, and T) begin with a southward turning of the IMF, or296

an increase of dayside coupling to Φ?
D > 10 kV, leading to a progressive increase in Λ.297

AU and AL may become elevated, though |AL| ≈ AU, indicating that there is no sig-298

nificant nightside activity, ΦN ≈ 0. PCN can increase due to the driving of convection299

by dayside reconnection.300

2.2.3 Expansion phase301

Onset of the expansion phase (C, G, U) is typically marked by a negative excur-302

sion of AL (a substorm bay) such that |AL| > AU. In many cases Λ continues to increase303

for approximately 20 mins following expansion phase onset, but then levels off or decreases304

slightly indicating the onset of magnetotail reconnection with ΦN ≈ ΦD.305

2.2.4 Recovery phase306

The start of the recovery phase (H, R) is marked by a northward turning of the IMF307

or a decrease in dayside driving to Φ?
D < 5 kV. Λ usually decreases markedly during308

the recovery phase due to ongoing nightside reconnection, ΦN > ΦD. AU, AL, and PCN309

tend to decrease over the course of a recovery phase. The end of the recovery phase is310

usually a gradual transition to quiet conditions.311

2.2.5 Driven phase312

Often, the magnetosphere does not transition directly from expansion to recovery313

phase, but enters a period when dayside and nightside reconnection are approximately314

balanced, which we term driven phases (L, N, V). This occurs if the IMF remains south-315

wards and Φ?
D > 10 kV following the initial substorm bay in AL. This period may last316
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for a few 10s of minutes or many hours, depending on the variability of the IMF. Dur-317

ing these periods, Λ, PCN, AU and AL remain approximately constant. Typically, |AL| ≈318

AU, though AL may also show negative excursions.319

Lockwood et al. (2009) referred to such phases as steady convection events (SCEs)320

and likened them to periods of steady magnetospheric convection (SMC). In previous321

studies, periods of SMC are usually identified as having very steady AL over a minimum322

duration of several hours. In this study, we allow AL to vary somewhat, that is to en-323

compass periods when intensifications in nightside reconnection may be ongoing. DeJong324

(2014) studied periods of SMC with steady and non-steady AL and concluded that these325

represent periods of weaker and stronger solar wind driving.326

During driven phases ΦD ≈ ΦN and FPC is relatively constant, such that they327

have been referred to as balanced reconnection intervals (DeJong et al., 2008). However,328

there is no direct constraint on ΦN that it exactly equals ΦD, and slow changes in ΦD329

can result in a mismatch between the two, leading to gradual variations in FPC ; we term330

this quasi-balanced reconnection. Occasionally, a gradual expansion in the polar cap dur-331

ing a driven phase can lead to an onset-like AL bay and a subsequent decrease in Λ. We332

note the time of these driven phase onsets for later analysis (though they are not con-333

sidered to be a state category in themselves). Three such events have been represented334

as red vertical dashed lines during intervals M and V.335

2.2.6 Multiple intensifications336

Some driven phases during periods of strong solar wind coupling are characterised337

by large quasiperiodic negative excursions of AL, with a periods of 30-60 min. It is un-338

clear if these represent individual substorms or are intensifications of the on-going night-339

side reconnection. The period of these intensifications is sufficiently short that no coher-340

ent expanding/contracting behaviour is seen in Λ, which remains relatively constant. We341

identify these as intervals of multiple intensifications (M). Such periods, when rapid changes342

in magnetic perturbations are observed on the ground, are those most likely to give rise343

to damaging space weather effects on ground-based infrastructure.344

2.2.7 Recovery bays345

Occasionally, the recovery phase at the end of a driven phase can be accompanied346

by an AL bay. Sergeev et al. (1996) noted that many SMC begin and end with a sub-347

storm, and Milan et al. (2019) noted that a substorm-like signature could accompany348

a northward turning of the IMF at the end of a period of SMC. We identify these pe-349

riods as recovery bays (D, O).350

2.2.8 Weak activity351

During periods of relatively weak solar wind driving, Φ?
D < 10 kV, AU, AL and352

PCN can be slightly elevated, AU ≈ −AL ≈ 50 nT. However, no other coherent features353

are seen that identify the periods as growth, expansion, driven, or recovery phases. Also,354

often the R1/R2 FACs are too weak for Λ to be measured reliably. We refer to these as355

periods of weak activity (X).356

3 Results and discussion357

In the 360 full days of data that are included in the analysis, just under 3500 cat-358

egory boundaries and 196 driven phase onsets are identified. This dataset is available359

as Milan (2020). First we discuss the characteristics of each category, and then sequences360

of categories.361
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Table 1. Number and duration of each convection state category

Duration
Category Number Total (h) Total (%) Event (h)

Quiescent 799 3971.6 46.0 4.97
Weak activity 234 735.4 8.5 3.14
Growth phase 752 976.3 11.3 1.30
Expansion 568 470.0 5.4 0.83
Driven 447 1582.4 18.3 3.54
Recovery 502 559.3 6.5 1.11
Recovery bay 176 227.5 2.6 1.29
Multiple intensifications 12 119.3 1.4 9.94

Table 2. Average parameters during convection state categories

Φ?
D PCN AU AL SYM-H Total

∫
Φ?

D ∆FPC

Category (kV) (nT) (nT) (nT) (nT) (GWb) (%) (GWb)

Quiescent 3.2 0.2 18.3 -16.7 -4.6 43.3 13.3 0.057
Weak activity 7.7 0.5 31.8 -40.7 -7.3 20.3 6.0 0.087
Growth 20.1 0.7 44.4 -46.1 -7.1 70.7 20.8 0.094
Expansion 19.6 1.1 66.8 -179.9 -10.4 33.2 9.8 0.059
Driven 22.5 1.2 77.7 -151.9 -14.9 128.1 37.6 0.287
Recovery 5.6 0.8 64.3 -99.8 -13.9 11.3 3.3 0.023
Recovery bay 4.8 0.8 61.7 -143.1 -11.9 3.9 1.2 0.022
Multiple intensifications 63.7 2.5 214.7 -522.6 -50.5 27.4 8.0 2.279

3.1 Convection state statistics362

Table 1 summarises the number of each category, the total duration in terms of hours363

and percentage of the whole year, and the average duration of each event. Table 2 sum-364

marises the characteristics of the events, including average Φ?
D, PCN, AU, AL, and SYM-365

H. Also shown is the total amount of open flux created by dayside reconnection during366

each category,
∫

Φ?
Ddt, in terms of GWb and as a percentage over the year, and as event367

averages, which we refer to as ∆FPC .368

Quiescent periods account for almost half of the year, corresponding to periods when369

IMF BZ > 0. There were almost 800 quiet periods, with an average duration of 5 h,370

though this duration is very variable. Although we expect little dayside coupling dur-371

ing these events, Φ?
D is a non-negative number and 13% of the estimated open flux ac-372

cumulated by the magnetosphere over the course of the year occurs in this 46% of the373

time, though at an average rate of only 3.2 kV. AL, AU, and SYM-H are low during these374

periods. Weak activity is driven by Φ?
D ≈ 8 kV for 9% of the time, with an average du-375

ration of 3.1 h, and accounts for 6% of the accumulated open flux over the year.376

Growth, expansion, and driven phases have on average Φ?
D ≈ 20 kV, and last ap-377

proximately 1 h. As expected, during growth phases |AL| ≈ AU; |AL| > AU during ex-378

pansion and driven phases, by a factor of 2.5 and 2, respectively. 21% of the open flux379

of the magnetosphere is accumulated during growth phases, whereas expansion and driven380

phases account for 10% and 38% of the flux throughput, respectively. The magnetosphere381

is in a driven state for 18% of the time, expansion and recovery phases accounting for382

6% each.383
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Figure 4. Distributions of event durations for each category, in bins of 20 min. The rightmost

bin shows the number of events that exceed a duration of 10 h.

On average Φ?
D ≈ 5 kV during recovery and recovery bay phases. However, the384

flux closed by tail reconnection during these events must account for the flux opened dur-385

ing growth and expansion phases (assuming reconnection is approximately balanced dur-386

ing driven phases). The only parameter that apparently distinguishes between recovery387

phases with and without bays is the magnitude of AL.388

The distribution of event duration for each category is presented in Figure 4. The389

distributions for growth, recovery, and recovery bay phases are all similar, peaking near390

1 h (and median 1 h). This suggests that they represent the timescales over which mag-391

netic flux is opened and closed prior to or following the establishment of a NENL. The392

expansion phase distribution is also similar, though peaks near 30 min (median 40 mins),393

and represents the timescale over which the magnetotail establishes this new NENL in394

response to open flux being accumulated in the magnetotail lobes. The quiet, weak, and395

driven phases also have distributions that resemble each other, though these are much396

broader (median 2 h). We interpret these as reflecting the variability of IMF BZ , being397

the distributions of waiting times between significant north-south and south-north turn-398

ings of the IMF. Multiple intensifications have a distribution with a median of 5 h, pre-399

sumably representing the timescale of intense storm periods.400

The left panels of Figure 5 show distributions of IMF BY and BZ for each cate-401

gory. In the main,
√
B2

Y +B2
Z < 15 nT in these distributions. All the distributions are402

approximately symmetric in IMF BY , though there was a slight tendency for BY < 0403

(and BX > 0) to dominate in 2010. The quiet distribution maximises for BZ > 0, though404

short periods of BZ < 0 also occur owing to the high frequency variability of the so-405

lar wind. Weak activity periods are associated with BZ ≈ 0. Growth phases are pre-406

dominantly associated with BZ < 0, as expected, though there are also brief periods407

of BZ > 0 due to the variability of the solar wind. The expansion and driven phase dis-408

tributions are the same as for growth phases. This indicates that growth, expansion, and409

driven phases are produced by the same solar wind driving conditions, and the demar-410

cation into these different phases is due to the past activity within the magnetosphere411

and the natural evolution of substorms (e.g. growth to expansion to recovery). Recov-412
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ery and recovery bay phases both have distributions that resemble quiet phases (i.e. no413

or low solar wind driving).414

The IMF BX−BY distributions (not shown) for the different categories are in gen-415

eral consistent with a Parker spiral configuration (BX ≈ −BY ). Periods of multiple in-416

tensifications are unlike this, however, being dominated by a southward BZ component,417

and an average Φ?
D > 60 kV. These periods also have enhanced SYM-H with an av-418

erage value of -50 nT. They only account for 1% of the year, but produce 8% of the open419

flux throughput of the magnetosphere.420

The middle panels of Fig. 5 show the distributions of solar wind velocity and num-421

ber density during each category. In 2010, the solar wind varied between periods of high422

solar wind speed and low solar wind density and periods of low speed and highly vari-423

able density (see also Section 3.4). VSW ≈ 450 km s−1 can be viewed as an approxi-424

mate demarcation between the two types of solar wind (vertical grey line). The value425

in the top right of each panel is the fraction of the distribution that falls in the fast so-426

lar wind regime. 81% of quiet and 73% of weak activity occur during slow solar wind.427

Growth, expansion, driven, and recovery phases occur between 66% and 59% during slow428

solar wind; recovery bays are equally distributed between fast and slow wind. Multiple429

intensifications, however, occur 68% during fast solar wind.430

The right panels of Fig. 5 show distributions in SYM-H and Λ. An increase in Λ431

with more negative SYM-H is apparent in many of the distributions, as described by Milan,432

Hutchinson, et al. (2009) and Milan (2009). A diagonal line, Λ = 17−SYM-H/8, has433

been superimposed to aid discussion. Most distributions peak in the range −20 > SYM-434

H > 0 and 18 < Λ < 20◦, which comprises moderately disturbed conditions. Both435

quiet and weak activity categories have a significant extension to lower Λ. As Λ increases436

the trend to more negative SYM-H is clear, especially for driven and recovery phases.437

The distribution for multiple intensifications appears to be a high-Λ extension of the driven438

phase distribution (in agreement with Milan et al. (2019)). The growth and expansion439

phase distributions cut off above Λ ≈ 25◦, whereas the driven and multiple intensifi-440

cations distributions extend to 28◦. The majority of the expansion phase distribution441

falls above the superimposed diagonal line, the driven phase falls on it, and the recov-442

ery phases fall below it: this is consistent with the discussion of Milan, Hutchinson, et443

al. (2009) regarding the temporal evolution of magnetospheric state during disturbed pe-444

riods. Finally, we note that the growth phase distribution contains a population with445

positive SYM-H; as will be discussed in Section 3.2, many growth phases appear to oc-446

cur at the transition from slow, high-density solar wind (when the magnetopause is com-447

pressed) to fast, low-density wind (when dayside driving increases).448

3.2 Sequence statistics449

We now turn to a discussion of the temporal evolution of the system. We can search450

for particular sequences of categories in our list: for instance, a “classic” isolated sub-451

storm would comprise the categories quiet then growth, followed by expansion, recov-452

ery, and finally quiet (Q-G-E-R-Q). In Figure 6 we perform a superposed epoch anal-453

ysis of state parameters during the following sequences: (a) Q-W-Q, (b) Q-G-R-Q, (c)454

Q-G-E-Q, (d) Q-G-E-R-Q, (e) Q-G-E-D-Q, (f) Q-G-E-D-R-Q, (g) Q-G-E-D-RB-Q, where455

W, D, and RB refer to weak activity, driven phases, and recovery bays. The zero epoch456

is the end of the initial quiet phase. The time axis is constructed so that the duration457

of each category is normalised to its average within the ensemble. Only one hour of the458

preceding and following quiet periods is shown, though in practice these may be longer.459

Case (a) represents an interval of weak driving amongst otherwise quiet conditions.460

This is marked by Φ?
D ≈ Φ?

PC ≈ 7 kV and AU ≈ −AL ≈ 40 nT over a period of 3 h.461

Λ rises from 16◦ during the quiet periods to 17◦ during the weak activity.462
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Figure 5. (Left) Occurrence distributions of the IMF BY and BZ components during each

category, on a log scale. (Middle) Distributions of solar wind speed, VSW , and density, NSW .

Grey curves show locii of solar wind ram pressure of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 nPa. The vertical grey line

shows an approximate demarcation between slow and fast solar wind; the fraction of the distri-

bution that is associated with fast solar wind is shown in the top right. (Right) Distributions of

SYM-H and FAC radius, Λ. A diagonal grey line, Λ = 17−SYM-H/8, is added for reference.
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Figure 6. Superposed epoch analyses of different sequences of categories (see text for details).

In each case the duration of each category has been normalised to the average duration of the

ensemble.
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Next we discuss case (d), the classic isolated substorm. Reconnection switches on463

with Φ?
D ≈ 20 kV, and during the ensuing growth phase lasting just over an hour the464

polar cap expands to Λ ≈ 20◦. AL and AU increase in magnitude through this phase,465

with AU ≈ −AL indicating that the strengths of the eastward and westward electro-466

jets are comparable, and no substorm electrojet is present. Substorm onset then occurs,467

with a sudden negative excursion of AL to -200 nT, marking the formation of the sub-468

storm electrojet. Dayside reconnection is still ongoing at this stage but eventually ceases469

with a northward turning of the IMF, after 50 mins on average. The magnetosphere en-470

ters recovery phase, and the polar cap contracts and AU and AL return to quiet time471

values over the course of 70 mins. Through this sequence we expect that ΦD > 0, ΦN =472

0 during the growth phase, ΦD > 0, ΦN > 0 during the expansion phase, and ΦD =473

0, ΦN > 0 during the recovery phase. As discussed in the introduction, we expect ΦPC474

to approximate a smoothed moving average of ΦD and ΦN , and indeed this is the ob-475

served behaviour of Φ?
PC .476

Case (b) represents a period of dayside reconnection, Φ?
D ≈ 20 kV, during which477

the polar cap expands to Λ ≈ 18◦; however, before a substorm is triggered dayside driv-478

ing ceases, the magnetosphere enters a recovery phase and the polar cap contracts. AU/AL479

increase and then decrease, but without the formation of a substorm bay. Case (c) rep-480

resents a growth phase followed by substorm onset, but in which the dayside driving is481

weak, Φ?
D ≈ 10 kV, and decreases following onset such that expansion and recovery phases482

appear combined.483

We now discuss (f), in which dayside driving remains high beyond the point that484

the substorm bay has begun to diminish. During this driven phase, ΦN ≈ ΦD, Λ re-485

mains uniform, and the magnitude of AL exceeds that of AU, but not as much as dur-486

ing expansion phase. Eventually, after approximately 3 h on average, dayside driving ceases,487

but ongoing nightside reconnection leads to a recovery phase during which Λ decreases.488

Throughout, ΦPC is a smoothed moving average of ΦD and ΦN , as expected. Case (g)489

is similar, but the recovery phase associated with the northward turning of the IMF is490

accompanied by a significant substorm-like bay. Case (e) is also similar, but rather than491

an abrupt cessation of dayside driving marking the end of the driven phase, ΦD decreases492

gradually, as do ΦN , ΦPC and Λ, that is, the driven phase peters out without the oc-493

currence of a clear recovery phase.494

In Figure 7 (a) to (c) we repeat the same analysis for Q-G-E-R-Q sequences (iso-495

lated classic substorms), except we subdivide the events by the size of the polar cap at496

the time of expansion phase onset: Λ = 16−18◦, 18−20◦, and 20−22◦ (indicated by497

the red boxes in the upper panels). Substorms with greater Λ at onset are driven by larger498

Φ?
D during the growth phase, have higher Φ?

PC , and are more intense as measured in AL,499

all results consistent with previous findings (Milan, Grocott, et al., 2009; Clausen et al.,500

2013; Coxon et al., 2014).501

Fig. 7 (d) to (f) show the same analysis for Q-G-E-D-R/RB-Q sequences (substorms502

with a driven phase, and ending in either a recovery phase or recovery bay), again sub-503

divided by Λ at onset. The growth and expansion phases behave similarly to the isolated504

substorms, which is to be expected as the subsequent activity (driven phase or not) is505

determined by the behaviour of the IMF after onset. We find that Λ during the driven506

phase is dependent on the preceding behaviour, that is the polar cap is larger during more507

strongly driven events.508

Examining the behaviour of SYM-H in Fig. 7, we note that it starts near 0 dur-509

ing the quiet period, decreases during the growth and expansion phases (more-so dur-510

ing strongly driven substorms), and plateaus during a subsequent driven phase. It is pos-511

sible that Λ during the driven phase is controlled by SYM-H, as proposed by Milan, Hutchin-512

son, et al. (2009). For both substorms with and without a driven phase, the more strongly513

driven cases appear on average to have a step in solar wind density near the start of the514
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Figure 7. Superposed epoch analyses of growth-expansion-recovery and growth-expansion-

driven-recovery sequences (see text for details). These are repeated three times for expansion

phases that commence for 16 < Λ < 18◦, 18 < Λ < 20◦, and 20 < Λ < 22◦ (indicated by the red

boxes).
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Figure 8. Superposed epoch analyses of driven phase onsets from two hours before to two

hours after onset. This is repeated three times for onsets for which 18 < Λ < 20◦, 20 < Λ < 22◦,

and 22 < Λ < 24◦ (indicated by the red boxes).

growth phase (also apparent as a simultaneous positive excursion of SYM-H). We also515

note that more weakly and more strongly driven cases are on average associated with516

lower (350 km s−1) and higher (500 km s−1) solar wind speed, respectively.517

In many of the substorms identified in Fig. 3, F ?
PC continues to grow for 20 mins518

or so after expansion phase onset. This behaviour is also seen in some of the superposed519

epoch analyses of Fig. 6. On one hand, in most cases Φ?
D remains high after onset, so520

open flux continues to be accumulated even after nightside reconnection has commenced,521

and if ΦD > ΦN then FPC will continue to grow. On the other hand, the assumption522

that the polar cap is circular, used to calculate F ?
PC , is likely to break down at these times523

due to the formation of a substorm auroral bulge (Mooney et al., 2020), and it is pos-524

sible that F ?
PC overestimates the true polar cap flux during the expansion phase.525

3.3 Driven phase onsets526

As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, there is an additional category of substorm-like on-527

set that can occur during prolonged driven phases. These driven phase onsets are stud-528

ied in Figure 8, which presents superposed-epoch analyses from 2 h before to 2 h after529

these onsets; these have been subdivided by Λ = 18 − 20◦, 20 − 22◦, and 22 − 24◦ at530

onset (delineated by the red boxes in the upper panels). In total, 196 such events were531

identified in this study (on average one for every 10 h of driven phase duration over the532

course of the year).533
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Driven phases are periods of quasi-balanced dayside and nightside reconnection,534

ΦN ≈ ΦD and FPC ≈ const, that is, periods during which the magnetotail has adjusted535

itself to release magnetic flux at the same rate that it is being accumulated on the day-536

side. However, ΦD responds promptly to changes in the solar wind, whereas ΦN appears537

to respond more slowly. For instance, an abrupt northwards turning of the IMF can lead538

to a sudden decrease in ΦD but nightside reconnection can continue unabated, result-539

ing in a decrease in FPC (which we define as a recovery phase).540

Driven phase onsets appear to be the response to more gradual changes in ΦD, specif-541

ically moderate increases. Fig. 8 shows that on average 2 h prior to each onset Φ?
D ≈542

Φ?
PC , but that a slight increase in Φ?

D occurs approximately 1 h before. Φ?
PC remains543

unchanged at this time, suggesting that ΦN also continues uniformly. Dayside and night-544

side reconnection are now slightly unbalanced leading to an increase in FPC (Λ). Even-545

tually this situation can no longer be supported and onset occurs: Λ decreases and Φ?
PC546

increases, accompanied by a bay in AL, all lasting approximately 90 mins. These obser-547

vations suggest that ΦN has suddenly increased to exceed ΦD for the duration of these548

90 min, accompanied by the formation of a substorm current wedge, presumably asso-549

ciated with a new NENL.550

After 90 mins, ΦD and ΦN are balanced once again. Indeed, the increase in Φ?
D551

that triggers the onset is reversed shortly after onset, on average. We interpret this as552

being due to the natural short-term variability of the IMF, coupled with the fact that553

enhanced ΦD is no longer necessary to trigger a driven phase onset. This is essentially554

the same argument put forward by Freeman and Morley (2004) for explaining the ap-555

parent association between substorm onsets and northwards turnings of the IMF in su-556

perposed epoch analyses (e.g., Caan et al., 1977; Lyons, 1995).557

We have argued that classic substorms are those that occur within an hour or so558

of a southward turning of the IMF, and for which the IMF turns northwards again shortly559

after onset. The expansion phase of these substorms marks the establishment of a NENL560

and the formation of a substorm current wedge, which produces a bay in AL, in response561

to the accumulation of open magnetic flux in the magnetotail. If the IMF remains south-562

wards for a significant period, the magnetosphere can segue from substorm expansion563

phase to what we have termed the driven phase, when dayside and nightside reconnec-564

tion are balanced. Within these driven phases, modest increases in the dayside recon-565

nection rate can result in a further accumulation of open flux in the magnetotail, lead-566

ing to a driven phase onset, again accompanied by a bay in AL. Our interpretation is567

that during driven phases the NENL has evolved into a DNL. Subsequent increases in568

magnetotail flux may trigger the formation of a new NENL and SCW, leading to the driven569

phase onset bay. Hence, we identify driven phase onsets and classic substorms with in-570

tervals of NENL formation when a DNL is active or absent down-tail, respectively. The571

near-Earth tail dynamics that occur during these two types of event are essentially the572

same, but occur within the context of differing magnetospheric convection, and subse-573

quently contribute towards that convection. Hence, what are referred to as the “directly-574

driven” and “loading-unloading” aspects of magnetospheric activity – or the “two-component575

auroral electrojets” (Kamide & Kokubun, 1996) – are two sides of the same coin.576

Finally, we note that the higher Λ cases occur during periods of higher magnitude577

SYM-H, again consistent with the suggestion that ring current intensity modulates the578

stability of the magnetotail to the onset of reconnection in the near-Earth tail (Milan,579

Hutchinson, et al., 2009). In addition, higher Λ cases are associated with higher solar580

wind speeds.581

Besides the onsets described above, there are often substorm-like bays in AL dur-582

ing driven phases that do not appear associated with changes in solar wind conditions583

or significant variations in FPC . DeJong (2014) also noted the variability of AL during584

strongly driven SMC periods, and Milan et al. (2006) reported multiple tail dipolarisa-585
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tions during a substorm prolonged by ongoing dayside reconnection. These fluctuations586

are most intense during periods of multiple intensifications, which are associated with587

the largest values of Λ. It is unclear what these fluctuations represent – a rapidly reform-588

ing NENL, repeated intensifications of an active NENL, or some other explanation – and589

this requires further study.590

3.4 Relation to solar wind structure and variability591

In section 3.1 we investigated the solar wind conditions during different convection592

categories. The differences between the NSW−VSW distributions was not great, though593

quiet periods were predominantly found during slow solar wind conditions. This can be594

understood through the VSW contribution to Φ?
D in eq. (5): slow solar wind in general595

leads to low Φ?
D unless a solar wind structure leads to unusually high IMF magnitude.596

2010 comprised repeating periods of fast solar wind with low density followed by597

slow solar wind with highly variable density. Figure 9 shows two such intervals, compris-598

ing days-of-year (DOYs) 164 to 194 and 281 to 311. The upper panel shows the fraction599

of each day occupied by different states; the next panel shows the open flux accumulated600

by dayside reconnection during each day, broken down by category. Below this are the601

times of onsets of expansion phases (red ticks) and driven phase onsets (blue ticks), Λ◦,602

IMF BZ , VSW and NSW , AU and AL, and SYM-H. We note the anti-correlation between603

SYM-H and Λ, previously reported by Milan, Hutchinson, et al. (2009).604

Prolonged quiet periods are associated with slow solar wind (DOY 170-172, 186-605

188, 287, 303-305) and/or extended IMF BZ > 0 (DOY 172, 304-305). Conversely, pe-606

riods of high flux transport can be associated with fast solar wind (DOY 167, 180-184,607

296-297). Some periods of high Φ?
D occur after steps in solar wind density, when the so-608

lar wind may be slow but the IMF is compressed and has a relatively high magnitude609

(DOY 190, 284-285); such periods contribute to the high solar wind density seen at the610

start of growth phases as discussed in relation to Figs. 6 and 7. Other periods have mod-611

erately high solar wind speed but low Φ?
D (DOY 300-301) because the BZ component612

of the IMF is of low magnitude.613

In addition, although the general solar wind conditions may be similar during two614

different periods, the nature of the coupling can vary: for instance, compare DOY 180-615

184, when most flux transport occurs during driven phases, with DOY 295-299, when616

expansion phases dominate. In the latter case the BZ component of the IMF oscillated617

north-south with a period of a few hours, leading to multiple isolated substorms, whereas618

BZ < 0 was more sustained during the former period.619

We conclude that the detailed nature of convection is determined by the details of620

relatively short-lived variations in the solar wind and IMF, within an overarching expec-621

tation that prolonged periods of high and low solar wind speed tend to lead to stronger622

and weaker convection.623

4 Conclusions624

Using proxies for the dayside reconnection rate, Φ?
D, cross-polar cap potential, Φ?

PC ,625

open magnetic flux, F ?
PC , and the electrojet indices, AU and AL, we have identified con-626

vection state continuously throughout 2010. The states we identify are: quiet (which oc-627

curs 46% of the time and accounts for 13% of the magnetic flux throughput of the mag-628

netosphere), weak activity (9%, 6%), the substorm phases of growth (11%, 21%), expan-629

sion (5%, 10%), driven (18%, 38%), and recovery (8%, 5%), and storm periods compris-630

ing multiple intensifications (1%, 8%).631

The driven phase occurs after substorm expansion phase if the IMF remains south-632

wards for a prolonged period, and ends with the subsequent northward turning. This rep-633
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Figure 9. A comparison of two 31-day periods from 2010, showing broadly similar solar wind

speed and density structures. The upper two panels show the fraction of each day occupied by

different convection categories and the amount of open flux accumulated by dayside reconnection

during each category (∆FPC). Red and blue ticks show the times of expansion phase onsets (red)

and driven phase onsets (blue). In the IMF BZ panel, the grey curves show the envelop of the

total IMF magnitude.
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resents intervals when the nightside reconnection rate is quasi-balanced with the day-634

side rate such that the magnetosphere enters a state of steady convection. Following a635

cessation of dayside driving, the nightside rate remains elevated for an hour or so, lead-636

ing to the recovery phase. During these driven phases, modest variations of ΦD can lead637

to slight imbalances with ΦN which result in gradual variations in FPC . In the case of638

ΦD > ΦN , a gradual increase in FPC can lead to a new substorm onset, signalled by639

an AL bay and an abrupt enhancement in ΦN leading to a decrease in FPC ; thereafter,640

the driven phase can continue. We refer to these as driven phase onsets.641

Besides driven phase onsets, there can be significant bay-like activity in AL dur-642

ing driven phases, but without attendant variations in FPC . The cause of these bays is643

not yet understood, but they could be reformations of the NENL or re-intensifications644

of already ongoing tail reconnection. Further work is necessary to identify the nature of645

these onsets.646

In our scheme, we identify growth phases as periods of dayside but no nightside647

reconnection, expansion phases as the onset of nightside reconnection at a near-Earth648

neutral line, we assume driven phases occur once the NENL has progressed down-tail649

to form a distant neutral line, and recovery phases as ongoing DNL reconnection after650

dayside reconnection has ceased. We interpret driven phase onsets as the formation of651

a new NENL whilst a DNL is already active. This provides a framework for understand-652

ing the difference between isolated substorms and those occurring during ongoing activ-653

ity. Isolated substorms are associated with brief southward turnings of the IMF. Longer654

periods of driving result in substorm driven phases, during which driven phase onsets655

can occur. This framework encompasses the two-component auroral electrojet model of656

Kamide and Kokubun (1996).657

The size of the polar cap is strongly influenced by SYM-H. As speculated in pre-658

vious studies (e.g., Milan, Hutchinson, et al., 2009; Milan, 2009), we suggest that the cri-659

terion for reconnection onset in the tail is a balance between two competing factors: thin-660

ning of the plasma sheet by the pressure produced by inflated lobes (hence a growth phase661

being required prior to onset), and the magnetic perturbation introduced by the ring cur-662

rent into the magnetotail which counteracts the thinning. The magnitude of SYM-H then663

controls the value of FPC required for substorm onset and the equilibrium level of FPC664

during driven phases. Fig. 7 indicates that SYM-H grows during the growth phase at665

a rate that is controlled by ΦD. This in turn dictates the size of the polar cap at the time666

of substorm onset. SYM-H and FPC plateau during any subsequent driven phase. SYM-667

H then controls the level of FPC required for driven phase onsets to occur.668

Approximately a quarter of recovery phases are associated with a bay in AL, which669

we refer to as recovery bays. The nature and cause of these recovery bays is not yet clear670

and will be investigated in future work, including a comparison with the bays associated671

with substorm onsets, driven phase onsets, and other bay-like activity in AL.672

In this study we have analysed magnetospheric state for the duration of the year673

2010, the beginning of solar cycle 24. Due to the relative complexity of the task, the clas-674

sification was done by hand (a somewhat labourious undertaking). However, AMPERE675

data is currently available for the period 2010 to 2016, encompassing the rising phase676

and maximum of the solar cycle, providing a means to study in detail the long-term in-677

fluence of solar activity on magnetospheric convection. We hope to use the dataset we678

have produced so far to develop an automated procedure to extend the classification to679

the whole seven-year interval.680
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